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Abstract. The Meet-in-the-Middle (MITM) preimage attack is highly
effective in breaking the preimage resistance of many hash functions,
including but not limited to the full MD5, HAVAL, and Tiger, and reduced
SHA-0/1/2. It was also shown to be a threat to hash functions built on
block ciphers like AES by Sasaki in 2011. Recently, such attacks on AES
hashing modes evolved from merely using the freedom of choosing the
internal state to also exploiting the freedom of choosing the message
state. However, detecting such attacks especially those evolved variants is
difficult. In previous works, the search space of the configurations of such
attacks is limited, such that manual analysis is practical, which results
in sub-optimal solutions. In this paper, we remove artificial limitations
in previous works, formulate the essential ideas of the construction of
the attack in well-defined ways, and translate the problem of searching
for the best attacks into optimization problems under constraints in
Mixed-Integer-Linear-Programming (MILP) models. The MILP models
capture a large solution space of valid attacks; and the objectives of the
MILP models are attack configurations with the minimized computational
complexity. With such MILP models and using the off-the-shelf solver,
it is efficient to search for the best attacks exhaustively. As a result, we
obtain the first attacks against the full (5-round) and an extended (5.5round) version of Haraka-512 v2, and 8-round AES-128 hashing modes,
as well as improved attacks covering more rounds of Haraka-256 v2 and
other members of AES and Rijndael hashing modes.
Keywords: AES, Haraka v2, MITM, Preimage, Automatic search, MILP
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Introduction

Hash function is one of the most important cryptographic primitives, due to its
wide and crucial applications such as digital signatures, verification of message
integrity and passwords etc. To support these applications, collision resistance,
preimage resistance, and second-preimage resistance form the three basic security requirements for cryptographic hash functions. Unlike many public-key
cryptographic systems, whose security can be usually reduced to some hard
mathematical problems, most of the hash function standards in use could not
enjoy such a security reduction. The confidence of the security strength of many
symmetric-key primitives mainly relies on intensive and persistent cryptanalysis from the research community. Hence, such effort is of utmost importance,
especially against the basic security properties of the standards and the ones
used in practice. In this paper, we mainly focus on preimage resistance of hash
functions built on the block cipher Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [16]
and the like (we call them AES-like hashing for short). Typical examples are the
three PGV-modes [48] – Davies-Meyer (DM), Matyas-Meyer-Oseas (MMO), and
Miyaguchi-Preneel (MP), instantiated with AES. Both PGV-modes and AES have
long-standing security supported by rigorous and massive cryptanalysis, including
the recent quantum collision attacks [18, 30]. The MMO-mode instantiated with
AES is standardized by Zigbee [1] and also suggested by ISO [32] as a standard
way of building hash function based on block ciphers. Furthermore, many featurerich cryptographic protocols, e.g., multi-party computation protocols [22, 34],
use hash functions as building blocks and their instances adopt AES-MMO due
to its high efficiency when implemented with AES-NI. Besides, since the standardization of AES, many new ciphers follow a similar design strategy or using
AES round function directly as building blocks to share the security proof and
implementation benefits, e.g., hash functions Grindahl [38], ECHO [13], Grøstl [21],
and Haraka v2 [39], and authenticated encryption [15].
The MITM Preimage Attacks. Informally, preimage resistance refers to the
property that, for a hash function H and a target T given at random, it is
computationally difficult to find a message x, such that H(x) = T . Theoretically,
for a secure hash function with a digest of n bits in size, the expected number of
H evaluations required to find such an x is 2n . Any such algorithm with a time
complexity lower than 2n is considered as a preimage attack.
In [7], Aumasson et al. devised preimage attacks on step-reduced MD5 and full
3-pass HAVAL [64], in which the key technique can be viewed as the application of
local-collision combined with the Meet-in-the-Middle (MITM) approach. Sasaki
and Aoki in [51] formally proposed to combine the MITM and local-collision
approaches and successfully devised preimage attacks on full versions of 3, 4, and
5-pass HAVAL. Further, they in [6] proposed the splice-and-cut technique and
in [53] invented the concept of the initial structure, which add more strength
to the MITM attack, and successfully broke the preimage resistance of the full
MD5. These techniques were then formalized as bicliques [14, 35, 36], and further
evolved to differential views [19, 37]. Since these pioneering works, the MITM
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preimage attack turned out to be very powerful and found many applications in
the last decade. It broke the theoretical preimage security claims of MD4 [26],
MD5 [53], Tiger [26, 59], HAVAL [27, 51] and round-reduced variants of many
other hash functions such as SHA-0 and SHA-1 [5, 19, 37], SHA-2 [4], BLAKE [19],
HAS-160 [29], RIPEMD and RIPEMD-160 [60], Stribog [2], Whilwind [3], and AES
hashing modes [10, 49, 62]. Interestingly, the idea of MITM preimage attack
also leads to the progress of collision attacks against reduced SHA-2 [42] and
key-recovery attack against full KTANTAN [61], which are technically different
from the DS-MITM attacks [23, 24, 25].
The core of a MITM preimage attack on the hash function is generally a
MITM pseudo-preimage attack on its compression function (denoted by CF).
The basic idea of the attack on the CF is as follows (take the DM-mode as an
example). First, the iterative round-based computation of the CF is divided at
an intermediate round (starting point) into two chunks. One chunk is computed
forward (named as forward chunk), the other is computed backward (named
as backward chunk), and one of them is computed across the first and last
rounds via the feed-forward mechanism of the hashing mode, and they end at
a common intermediate round (matching point). In each of the chunks, the
computation involves at least one distinct message word (or a few bits of it),
such that they can be computed over all possible values of the involved message
word(s) independently from the message word(s) involved in the other chunk
(the distinct words are called neutral words). When an initial structure is used, it
covers few consecutive rounds at the starting point, within which the two chunks
overlapped and the neutral words for both chunks appear simultaneously, but
still, the computations of the two chunks on the neutral words are independent.
In [49], Sasaki applied such MITM preimage attack to AES-hashing modes.
Together with the partial matching technique, the attack successfully penetrated
7 out of the 10, 12, 14 rounds respectively for AES-128, AES-192, and AES-256.
Later, Wu et al. in [62] improved the complexities in multi-target setting. Different
from early MITM attacks on the MD-SHA family, their attacks select the neutral
bytes from the internal state and fix the material fed into the key/messageschedule to an arbitrary constant. Recently, such attacks on AES hashing modes
evolved to not only using the freedom of selecting the internal state but also
exploiting the freedom of selecting the message state (key materials of the block
ciphers), and improved results are achieved in [10]. Due to the fact that there are
too many possible configurations (selection of neutral words, position of initial
structure and matching rounds, extra conditions imposed to limit propagation of
neutral words, etc.) to test out by bruteforce, all existing attacks cover only a
small portion of configurations, which were believed to potentially give better
cryptanalysis results according to the attackers’ intuition and experiences.
Automatic Tools. In the last decade, cryptanalysis has also made significant
progress from manual methods to those aided by dedicated computer programs
searching for best differential/linear paths etc. [46] and best attacks [17], then
to automatic tools for solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP), such as
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), Constrained Programming (CP),
3

Satisfiability Solvers (SAT), and Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT). These
automatic tools convert the problem of finding better cryptanalytic attacks to
optimization problems solvable by the tools, under certain constraints, which
ensure the validity of the attacks. They not only enlarge the possible solution
space covered by previous manual methods and dedicated search programs, but
also helped generalize and even re-define the attack models which in turn further
enlarge solution spaces. As a result, these tools have made significant advances in
cryptanalysis, such as differential/linear path search [20, 40, 45, 47, 57, 58], cube(like) attacks [28, 43, 44, 55, 56], integral attacks based on division properties [63],
three-subset and Demirci-Selçuk meet-in-the-middle attacks [50,54]. These usually
lead to attacks for more rounds and/or lower time/memory complexities. With
these available capacities, a more accurate security assessment is possible, and
many recent primitive designs [9, 12, 39] benefited from these tools in determining
the round number and the security margin with better confidence.
It is important to note that, literally every problem in cryptanalysis, complex
or simple, can be converted into one under automatic tools. However, when the
problem is complex, tools may not be able to output solutions in real time. Hence,
different from the traditional manual cryptanalysis, the difficulty of tool-aided
cryptanalysis is to find a proper model, which balances the problem solving time
and size of solution space the model covers (number of attack configurations
in case of AES-like hashing). Obviously, a model covering larger solution space
comes with lesser constraints, which is harder to solve by the tools, but has bigger
chances to offer better cryptanalysis results. All our effort in this paper is to
convert the preimage finding problem into one under the MILP language, by a
model covering largest possible solution space, while keeping the model solvable
in practical time within our computation capacity in hands.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we manage to automatize the search for
the best MITM preimage attacks with MILP models. We focus ourselves on hash
functions built on AES and AES-like ciphers.
We extend the construction of attacks by removing the limitations taken by
previous works [10, 49, 62]. That includes releasing the boundaries of the initial
structure by applying the essential idea to every possible round; considering the
possibility of imposing degree of freedom both from the internal state and from
the message, which is done by allowing selecting neutral bytes from both of the
encryption state and key state, and for both directions of computation; considering
a desynchronized selection of neutral bytes in the encryption computation flow
and the key-schedule flow (meaning that we allow the key state, from which the
neutral bytes be selected, be at any possible round, instead of adhering to the
round at where neutral bytes are selected in the encryption state) as appeared
already e.g., in [10, 26].
We formalize the essential idea behind the advanced techniques used in the
MITM preimage attack, including the above mentioned extended form of initial
structure and the partial matching, using explicit-defined rules. In our formulation
of the MITM preimage attacks, we do not pre-set any hard boundaries for the
4

Table 1: Results of applications of our tool compared with previous best results
Target

#Round

Time-1
120

Time-2
125

(DoF+ , DoF− , DoM) in bits

Ref.

7/10
7/10
7/10
8/10

2
2120−min(t,24)
2104
2120

2
2123
2117
2125

(
(
(
(

8, 8, 32 )
8, 32, 32 )
24, 32, 24 )
16, 8, 8 )

[49]
[62]
[10]
Fig. 7

7/12
7/12
8/12
9/12

2120
296
2112−min(t,16)
2120

2125
2113
2116
2125

(
(
(
(

8, 8, 32 )
32, 32, 32 )
16, 32, 32 )
8, 8, 8 )

[49]
[10]
[10]
∗
Fig. 9

7/14
8/14
9/14

2120
296
2120−min(t,24)

2125
2113
2123

( 8, 8, 32 )
( 32, 32, 32 )
( 8, 32, 32 )

[49]
[10]
∗
Fig. 10

Rijndael-256

9/14

2248

2253

( 16, 16, 8 )

∗

Haraka-256 v2

7/10
9/10

2248
2224

2248
2224

( 8, 8, 96 )
( 32, 32, 64 )

∗

[39]
Fig. 13

Haraka-512 v2

8/10
10/10
11/10

2248
2224−min (t,32)
2240

2248
2224
2240

( 8, 8, 64 )
( 128, 32, 64 )
( 128, 128, 16)

∗

[39]
Fig. 14
Fig. 8

AES-128

AES-192

AES-256

Fig. 12

–* Please refer to the full version of this paper [11].
– Following [10], we use Time-1 to represent the time complexity of pseudo-preimage. Here, 2t is
the number of available targets for multi-target pseudo-preimage attacks; use Time-2 to represent
the complexity of using the (multi-target) pseudo-preimage attacks to do (second-)preimage
attacks when requiring an upper layer of meet-in-the-middle procedure of conversion for some
PGV-modes, and here a single target is given. For Haraka-512 v2, the conversion is not needed and
Time-2 should be the same with Time-1.
– The unit of complexity is one computation of the compression function.
– #Round is the number of AES-like round (one Haraka v2 round consists of two AES-like rounds).
– (DoF+ , DoF− , DoM) is (the degree of freedom for forward computation, the degree of freedom
for backward computation, the degree of matching), please refer to Sect. 3.

initial structures (i.e., the number of rounds and which rounds are covered), but
allow it to evolve automatically according to certain rules from well-defined and
potentially desynchronized starting states towards a clear objective. Thanks to
this formulation, the MITM preimage attack is ready to be transformed into
MILP models covering a larger solution space than previous works.
We refine the MILP model for the operations involved in AES-like round
functions to accurately capture all possible effects of them on the forward and
backward computation paths. For example, instead of separately treating the
AddRoundKey and MixColumns, we treat them as a whole (a composition transformation) and formalize constraints that can result in all possible impacts from
the input states to the output state. In doing that, the models can capture the
solutions where the difference in the active cells in the key state and that in
encryption state be mutually (partially) canceled, which is impossible when treat
the two operations separately. Such treatment further enlarges the search space
to capture more potentially better attacks.
With such MILP models and using off-the-shelf solver, we apply the automatic
search to AES-like hashing. Improved attacks than the previous ones were obtained.
That includes the first preimage attacks on 8-round AES-128, 9-round AES-192,
5

9-round AES-256, 9-round Rijndael hashing modes, 4.5-round (9 AES-rounds)
Haraka-256 v2 and the full 5-round (10 AES-rounds) version and extended 5.5round (11 AES-rounds) version of Haraka-512 v2. The detailed results, together
with a comparison to the previous related works, are summarized in Table 1.
Note that the modified versions of Haraka v2 are used in instantiations of
SPHINCS+ (which replaces the DM-mode with Sponge-based construction) [31]
and Gravity-SPHINCS (which extends one round on top of the 5-round version) [8].
Gravity-SPHINCS is one of the first round, and SPHINCS+ is one of the third
round alternate candidates of digital signatures in the NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization Process. Our attacks on Haraka v2 do not directly break
the security of SPHINCS+ -Haraka and Gravity-SPHINCS-Haraka. For SPHINCS+ Haraka, the security relies on a preimage resistance of 128-bit rather than 256-bit.
For Gravity-SPHINCS-Haraka, the security relies on a collision resistance of 128-bit
rather than preimage resistance, besides, the underlying Haraka v2 variants have
increased the AES-like rounds from 10 to 12, while our attacks cover at most 11
rounds.

2

AES-like Hashing and MITM Preimage Attacks

Most current hash functions are based on compression functions (CF) with fixed
length input and output; and the support for variable-length messages can be
achieved through domain extenders. Here, we focus on the challenge of inverting
the CF, i.e., given one or multiple targets T , find input chaining value h and
message block M , such that CF(h, M ) = T . Such attacks are called pseudopreimage attacks, in which the chaining value is free of choice. Pseudo-preimages
can be converted to (second-)preimages of hash functions using generic methods
(details can be found in Appendix C of the full version [11]).
2.1

AES-like Hashing

Typically, the compression function of hash functions can be constructed from
block ciphers applying the secure PGV-modes [48]. When the underlying block
ciphers are AES-like, we call the hash functions as AES-like hashing. Concretely,
in AES-like hashing, the underlying compression function is based on AES-like
round functions as depicted in Fig. 2, where the state being manipulated is
organized into an Nrow × Ncol two-dimensional array of c-bit cells. One AES-like
round function typically consists of the following operations:
• SubBytes. Substitute each cell according to an S-boxes S : F2c → F2c .
• ShiftRowsπt . Permute the cell positions according to the permutation πt .
• MixColumns. Update each column by left-multiplying an Nrow × Nrow MDS
matrix (maximal distance separable matrix, with branch number Bn = Nrow + 1,
i.e., as long as the input/output of the MDS matrix is non-zero, the sum of
non-zero elements in the input and output is at least Nrow + 1).
• AddRoundKey. XOR a round key or a round-dependent constant into the
state depending on whether the intended construction is keyed or not.
6

2.2

Advanced Techniques in Meet-in-the-Middle Preimage Attacks

Since the pioneering works on preimage attacks on MD4, MD5, and HAVAL [7, 41,
51, 52], the MITM approach has been applied and further developed for preimage
attacks on many other hash functions. This method develops into splice-andcut [6] MITM preimage attacks with support from initial structure [53] and
(indirect) partial matching techniques.
Initial Structures [53]. From the idea of local-collision, Sasaki and Aoki proposed
a novel concept – initial structure. The purpose of the initial structure is to skip
several steps/rounds at the beginning of chunks in a MITM attack so that the
attack covers more steps/rounds. It is a few consecutive starting steps, where
the two chunks overlapped. Although the two sets of neutral words, denoted by
N + and N − , appear simultaneously at these steps, they are only involved in the
computation of one chunk each. Besides, one can add constraints to the values of
neutral words of one chunk, such that different values lead to constant impact on
the computation of the opposite chunk. Thus, a proper initial structure should
satisfy that, steps after the initial structure (forward chunk) can be computed
independently of N − and steps before the initial structure (backward chunk) can
be computed independently of N + .
Remark 1 (Related work – the formalism of Biclique). Notably, the initial structure was viewed as the most promising and underutilized technique for MITM
preimage attack in the subsequent years since its invention. In [36], authors
replaced the idea of initial structure with a more formal and general concept,
which is named biclique. With this formalism, one can view the structure in a
differential view, and built it by applying various tools available for collision
search and differential attacks. This concept of biclique has been applied to both
preimage attacks on hash functions (e.g., SHA-1, SHA-2 and Skein-512 [36, 37])
and key-recovery attacks on block ciphers (e.g., AES and IDEA [14, 35]).
In this paper, independent of the formalism using concept of biclique, and
instead of adhering to a formal definition, we apply the essential idea behind the
original concept of initial structure. We formalize the basic idea using explicit
rules and extend the initial structure to be less structured.
(Indirect-) Partial matching [6, 53]. In the two ending states for matching, as
long as there remain one common word of which the value can be computed
independently between the forward and backward chunks, the matching can be
performed. Further, apart from directly matching values of common words, any
determined relations between words in the states at the matching point can be
exploited to filter out miss-matched computations. For example, Sasaki in [49]
exploited the following property of the AES MixColumns to do indirect matching:
knowing any b bytes (b > 4) among the input and output of MixColumns on
one column, one can built a filter of b − 4 bytes. For example, in Fig. 1d, it
is possible to do partial matching between states #MC1 and #AK1 , and each
column provides 2 + 3 − 4 = 1 byte filter, as exemplified in Fig. 1b.
7
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Fig. 1: The MITM pseudo-preimage attack [49, 62]

Multi-targets [26, 62]. When multiple targets are available, it adds the degree of
freedom to the chunk where the targets are added to.
The Attack Framework. The procedure (Fig. 1) and complexities of the
MITM pseudo-preimage attack depend on the following configurations:
1. Chunk separation – the position of initial structure and matching points.
2. The neutral bytes – the selection and the constraints on the neutral bytes,
which determine the degrees of freedom for each chunk.
3. The bytes for matching – the deterministic relation used for matching, which
determines the filtering ability (degree of matching).
After setting up the configuration, the basic attack procedure goes as follows.
Denote the neutral bytes for the forward and backward chunk by N + and N − :
1. Assign arbitrary compatible values to all bytes except those that depend on
the neutral bytes (e.g., the Gray cells in Fig. 1d).
2. Obtain possible values of neutral bytes N + and N − under the constraints on
them (e.g., in Fig. 1c). Suppose there are 2d1 values for N + , and 2d2 for N − .
3. For all 2d1 values of N + , compute forward from the initial structure to the
matching point to get a table L+ , whose indices are the values for matching,
and the elements are the values of N + .
8

4. For all 2d2 values of N − , compute backward from the initial structure to the
matching point to get a table L− , whose indices are the values for matching,
and the elements are the values of N − .
5. Check whether there is a match on indices between L+ and L− .
6. In case of partial-matching exist in the above step, for the surviving pairs,
check for a full-state match. In case none of them are fully matched, repeat
the procedure by changing values of fixed bytes till find a full match.
The Attack Complexity. Denote the size of the internal state by n, the degree
of freedom in the forward and backward chunks by d1 and d2 , and the number of
bits for the match by m, the time complexity of the attack is [10]:
2n−(d1 +d2 ) · (2max(d1 ,d2 ) + 2d1 +d2 −m ) ' 2n−min(d1 ,d2 ,m) .
2.3

(1)

Basic Rules Applied to MITM Attacks on AES-like Hashing

Sources of Degrees of Freedom. Shown by the complexity analysis, the
MITM attack benefits from larger degrees of freedom in both chunks and matching.
In early MITM preimage attacks on the MD-SHA family, the degree of freedom
comes from the message words. Whereas, in early MITM preimage attacks
on AES-like hashing [49, 62], the degree of freedom comes from the bytes in
encryption states 8 , and the attacks set the material fed into the key-schedule
as arbitrary constant. In [10], the authors proposed to introduce neutral bytes
not only from the encryption state but also from the key state. The principle is
that, for one chunk, one adds as much degree of freedom as possible to improve
the computational complexity, and at the same time, keeps their impacts on the
opposite chunk as little as possible to cover as many rounds as possible. To keep
the analysis manually doable, the authors in [10] proposed that the neutral bytes
in key states are all introduced for merely one chunk.
Ways to Control Impacts on the Opposite Chunk. For the ways to cancel
impacts from neutral words for one chunk on the opposite chunk, recall that early
preimage attacks on MD-SHA used the (cross) absorption properties of Boolean
functions by setting an input variable to a special value to absorb the difference
in another input variable. In the attack on AES-like hashing, the ways to control
the impacts of the neutral bytes is to add constraints on those neutral bytes
when they are inputs to the following operations. Note that adding constraints
means consuming the degree of freedom.
– AddRoundKey and XOR: one can restrict that the XOR of two neutral bytes be
constant. The rationale is to use the difference in one neutral byte (e.g., in
the key state) to absorb the difference in another neutral byte (e.g., in the
encryption state). That will consume one-byte degree of freedom.
8

In a hash function, there is no encryption and key-schedule. Here, focusing on hash
functions built on block ciphers, we use them to represent the two algorithms updating
the chaining values and updating the message words. For different mode-of-operations,
the correspondence might be different.
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– MixColumns (MC): Even if the input contains neutral bytes (active) for one
chunk, one can add restriction on their values, such that their impacts on
some output bytes of the MC be constant. Therefore, the opposite chunk can
be computed independently as long as the constant impacts are known. Take
the attack in Fig. 1d for example. In the computation from #MC4 to #AK4 ,
the values of Red cells in state #MC4 are restricted such that changing them
does not change impact on the Blue cells marked by C in #AK4 (exemplified
in Fig. 1c). This restriction consumes the degree of freedom that lies in neutral
bytes for backward chunk, but enables the independent forward computation.
Explicitly, if there are i neutral bytes for one chunk involved in the input of
MC, then we can control their impacts on j bytes of the output be constant by
consuming j bytes degree of freedom. For AES-like hashing, because the matrix
MC in MixColumns is MDS, there is a limitation for applying this control, that
is i + Nrow − j ≥ Nrow + 1, i.e., i ≥ j + 1.
– MixColumns ◦ AddRoundKey (XOR-MC): in backward chunk, when there are
forward neutral bytes in both the key and the encryption state, to control
their impacts, one may first apply the above-mentioned way of restriction
on AddRoundKey and then on MixColumns. Besides that, we apply restriction
on the composition transformation of AddRoundKey and MixColumns. The
rationale is that, the XOR operation in AddRoundKey is byte-wise. Only when
two bytes being at the same position in two states, the difference in one byte
can absorb the difference in the other byte. As for MixColumns, only when
two bytes being in the same state, the difference in one byte can absorb
the difference in the other byte. However, when considering the composition
MixColumns ◦ AddRoundKey, even when the neutral bytes for the forward chunk
lie in different states (some in the key state and some in the encryption state)
and in different byte positions, we can still use the difference of some neutral
bytes to absorb the difference of others. Sect. 4.1 and the listed attacks will
provide formal descriptions and concrete examples.
Explicitly, suppose that there are i forward neutral bytes in the key state, and
j forward neutral bytes in the encryption state, and they lie in columns with
a common index. Let k be the number of different byte positions considering
these neutral bytes together (i.e., k equals the Hamming weight of the ‘OR’
between the indicator vector of whether a position has a neutral byte in
the key state and that in the encryption state). Then, considering the MDS
property of MC in MixColumns, we can control the impacts of neutral bytes
on t bytes of the output by consuming t bytes degree of freedom as long as
k + Nrow − t ≥ Nrow + 1, i.e., k ≥ t + 1.
Remark 2 (Relation with previous MITM attacks on AES hashing modes). Note
that the ways to control the impacts have already been used in previous MITM
preimage attacks on AES-like hashing [10, 49, 62], which is an essential element
for constructing the initial structure. In this paper, we consider the possibility
to impose such constraints to any round, and in this sense, the boundaries of
the initial structure disappear. Besides, as has been mentioned above, the ways
to select the neutral bytes were limited in previous works to make the analysis
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doable manually. In this paper, we remove these restrictions by allowing the
selection of neutral bytes in both encryption state and key state, and for both
forward and backward chunks.
In the subsequent sections, we will use these ideas to get explicit rules for
selecting neutral bytes, consuming degree of freedom on neutral bytes to control
their impacts. Incorporating with other optimization techniques (e.g., partial
matching and multi-targets), we convert the problem of searching for the best
configurations into optimization problems under constraints in MILP-models.
With the obtained MILP-models and the off-the-shelf solver, we can search for
the best MITM attacks on AES-like hashing exhaustively.
Remark 3 (Relation with another work on using MILP to searching MITM
attack). In [50], Sasaki already applied the MILP formalization to search the
three-subset MITM attack on GIFT-64. In the tool, which rounds covered by an
initial structure are predefined. Neutral bits are all from the key state because the
goal is a key-recovery attack. Besides, because it is dedicated to GIFT-64 (with
a bit-permutation linear layer), the previously mentioned rules for optimizing
MITM attacks on AES-like hashing are not included, which is essentially the
most challenging parts in our formalization.

3

Formulate the MITM Attack on AES-like Hashing

To search for MITM attacks on AES-like hashing, we now formulate the attack
with the general construction shown in Fig. 2.
Denote the starting states in the encryption data path and key-schedule data
path by S ENC and S KSA , respectively (corresponding to the location of an initial
structure previously); and denote the ending states for the forward computation
and backward computation by E + and E − , respectively (corresponding to the
previous matching). In the formalized attack, partial knowledge of E + and E −
that is used for matching is supposed to be obtained by computing from S ENC
and S KSA forward and backward, respectively 9 .
Without loss of generality, we assume that the states in the encryption data
paths and the key-schedule both have n c-bit cells (with n = Nrow · Ncol ). To
reference the cells of certain n-cell states, denote by B ENC , B KSA , RENC , RKSA , C, and
D the ordered subsets of N = {0, 1, · · · , n − 1} whose elements are increasingly
ordered. Here, the B ENC and B KSA refer to the neutral cells from the internal state
and message (or key state of the underlying block cipher) for the forward chunk,
and RENC and RKSA for the backward chunk. The C and D refer to the known
and active cells in the ending states E + and E − of the forward and backward
chunks, respectively. For example, we may have C = {0, 2, 7}, and for a 16-cell
state S, S[C] is defined to be (S[0], S[2], S[7]) or S[0, 2, 7].
9

Note that after finding out a formalized attack, adaptation will be made manually to
launch a concrete attack; the forward and backward computations may start from
the most decisive states instead of S ENC and S KSA while keeping the complexity.
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Fig. 2: A high-level overview of the MITM preimage attack

Before one can mount a MITM preimage attack, these four states: S ENC , S KSA ,
E , E − , and six subsets B ENC , B KSA , RENC , RKSA , C, D (B ENC ∩ RENC = ∅ and
B KSA ∩ RKSA = ∅ for independence between chunks) must be specified.
Note that to visualize these subsets and the attack, we will introduce a
coloring system in Sect. 4, where cells referenced by B ENC and B KSA are Blue, and
cells referenced by RENC and RKSA are Red. The remaining cells in the starting
states referenced by G ENC and G KSA are Gray, where G ENC = N − B ENC ∪ RENC and
G KSA = N − B KSA ∪ RKSA . Moreover, C references the Blue cells in the ending state
E + , and D the Red cells in E − .
In what follows, the degree of freedom (DoF) refers to number of cells, rather
than bits. We call λ+ = |B ENC | + |B KSA | the initial DoF for the forward chunk,
and λ− = |RENC | + |RKSA | the initial DoF for the backward chunk. For forward
and backward chunks being computed independently, these initial DoFs might be
consumed by adding constraints on neutral cells in S ENC and S KSA . Thus, neutral
+
−
cells in the starting states may not take all 2c·λ and 2c·λ values.
If the forward neutral cells (S ENC [B ENC ], S KSA [B KSA ]) (in Blue) in the starting
ENC
KSA
|BENC |+|BKSA |
states can only take values in X ⊆ F2c
with |X| = (2c )d1 ≤ (2c )|B |+|B | ,
and the backward neutral cells (S ENC [RENC ], S KSA [RKSA ]) (in Red) in the start|RENC |+|RKSA |
ing states can only take values in Y ⊆ F2c
with |Y| = (2c )d2 ≤
ENC
KSA
(2c )|R |+|R | , then after fixing the Gray cells (S ENC [G ENC ], S KSA [G KSA ]) in the
(n−|BENC |−|RENC |)+(n−|BKSA |−|RKSA |)
starting states to some constant in F2c
, the attacker
can compute (2c )d1 different values of E + [C] in the forward direction which only
depend on (S ENC [B ENC ], S KSA [B KSA ]). The attacker stores these (2c )d1 values in a list
L+ . Similarly, the attacker can compute (2c )d2 different values of E − [D] in the
backward direction which only depend on (S ENC [RENC ], S KSA [RKSA ]). The attacker
stores these (2c )d2 values in a list L− . For the two lists L+ and L− , the attacker
can perform an m-cell matching. Then, |L+ × L− |/(2c )m pairs from L+ × L−
are expected to pass the test.
We call m the degrees of matching (denoted by DoM). Note that B ENC and B KSA
indicate the sources of the degrees of freedom for the forward computation, and
+
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RENC and RKSA indicate the sources of the degrees of freedom for the backward
computation. Since in the forward computation and backward computation,
(S ENC [B ENC ], S KSA [B KSA ]) and (S ENC [RENC ], S KSA [RKSA ]) are restricted to X and Y
respectively, with |X| = (2c )d1 and |Y| = (2c )d2 , we call d1 the degrees of freedom
for the forward computation (denoted by DoF+ ) and d2 the degrees of freedom
for the backward computation (denoted by DoF− ).
With this configuration, it is shown that the time complexity to find a full
n-cell match between the two ending states is (2c )n−min{d1 ,d2 ,m} . Therefore, for
a valid MITM preimage attack, we must have DoF+ ≥ 1, DoF− ≥ 1, and
DoM ≥ 1. In the following section, we will show how to automatically determine B ENC , B KSA , RENC , RKSA , C, and D with MILP such that the complexity
+
−
(2c )n−min{DoF ,DoF ,DoM} of the corresponding attack is minimized when the
starting states and ending states are given. Note that the choices of the starting states and ending states are quite limited and thus can be enumerated
automatically.
Remark 4. Our program enumerates all combinations of the locations of starting
and ending points in encryption, and all combinations of the locations of starting
points in the encryption and key-schedule algorithm. That is, for an N -round
targeted cipher, our program generates MILP-models for each of the possible
K
E
K
combinations {(initE
r , initr , matchr ) | 0 ≤ initr < N, − 1 ≤ initr <
E
E
E
N, 0 ≤ initr < N, initr 6= matchr }, where initr is the location of starting
point in encryption, initK
r is that in key-schedule, and matchr is the location of
the matching point. To find the optimal attacks, the MILP solver solves them
all. Note that for each individual model, the locations of the matching and the
initial states are set, but the states are not set.
Note 1 (Tricks for matching the ending states as indirect matching and matching
through MixColumns used in [4, 10, 26]). Note that in the MITM preimage attack
on AES-like hash functions, the last sub-key addition leading to E − is close to
the boundary of the forward and backward computation as illustrated in Fig. 15a
in the full version [11]. Therefore, to perform matching, one can decompose
state as K = K + + K − , and translate the computation in Fig. 15a in the full
version [11] into its equivalent form shown in Fig. 15b in the full version [11],
since MC(E + ) ⊕ K = MC(E + ⊕ MC−1 (K + )) ⊕ K − . Full explanation can be
found in Appendix C of the full version [11].
In the following description of our modeling method, for simplicity, we let
the number of rows of the state Nrow be 4, and thus, the branch number of the
MixColumns Bn = Nrow + 1 be 5. However, the modeling method can be directly
applied to other AES-like hashing that formalized in Sect. 2.1.

4

Programming the MITM Preimage Attacks with MILP

To facilitate the visualization of our analysis, each cell can take one of the
four colors (Gray, Red, Blue, and White) according to certain rules, and a valid
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coloring scheme in our model corresponds to a MITM pseudo-preimage attack.
The semantics of the colors of cells are listed as follows.
• Gray (G): known constant in both forward and backward chunk.
• Red (R): known and active in the backward chunk but unknown in the forward.
• Blue (B): known and active in the forward chunk but unknown in the backward.
• White (W): unknown in both the forward and backward chunk.
For the ith cell of a state S, we introduce two 0-1 variables xSi and yiS to
encode its color, where (xSi , yiS ) = (0, 0) represents W, (xSi , yiS ) = (0, 1) represents
R, (xSi , yiS ) = (1, 0) represents B, and (xS , y S ) = (1, 1) represents G. The encoding
scheme is chosen such that xSi = 1 if and only if S[i] is a known cell for the
forward computation, and yiS = 1 if and only if S[i] is a known cell for the
backward computation. Under this encoding scheme, the number of Blue cells
andPGray cells (known cells for the forward computation) in S can be computed
as i xSi . Similarly, the number of Red cells and Gray
P cells (known cells in the
backward computation) in S can be computed as i yiS . We also introduce an
indicator 0-1 variable βiS for each cell such that βiS = 1 if and only if the cell S[i]
is Gray, which can be described by the constraints in Eq. (2).
Under these
the number of Blue cells in S can be computed
P
P constraints,
S
S
as
x
−
β
,
and
the
number of Red cells in S can be computed as
i
i
i
i
P S
P S
i yi −
i βi . Moreover, the Blue cells in the starting states are used to
capture (S ENC [B ENC ], S KSA [B KSA ]), and the Red cells in the starting states are used
to capture (S ENC [RENC ], S KSA [RKSA ]).
Constraints for the Starting States. For the starting states, we introduce
two additional variables λ+ and λ− that compute the so-called initial degrees
of freedom, where λ+ (the initial DoF for the forward computation) is defined
as the number of Blue cells in S ENC and S KSA , and λ− (the initial DoF for the
backward computation) is defined as the number of Red cells in S ENC and S KSA .
Putting the definitions into equations, we have Eq. (3).

 + X S ENC X S ENC X S KSA X S KSA
S
S
xi −
βi +
xi −
βi ;


x
−
β
≥
0;
 i
λ =
i
i
i
i
i
S
S
X
X
X
X
yi − βi ≥ 0;
ENC
ENC
KSA
KSA
−


yiS −
βiS +
yiS −
βiS .
 S
λ =
xi + yiS − 2βiS ≤ 1.
i
i
i
i
(2)
(3)
Constraints for the Ending States. To be concrete, we describe the constraints for matching through the MixColumns operation of AES.
Property 1. Let (E − [4j], E − [4j+1], E − [4j+2], E − [4j+3])T and (E + [4j], E + [4j+
1], E + [4j + 2], E + [4j + 3])T be the jth columns of the ending states E − and E +
that are linked by the MixColumns operation. When t (t ≥ 5) out of the 8 bytes
of the two columns are known, there is a filter of t − 4 bytes.
+

−

Since the time complexity of the attack is (2c )n−min{DoF ,DoF ,DoM} , we must
impose the constraint DoM ≥ 1 to ensure a valid attack. The known bytes of the
14

jth column of the ending state E + for the forward computation
path from the
P3
+
E+
E+
starting states to E + can be computed in our model as i=0 (xE
+y
4j+i
4j+i −β4j+i ).
Similarly, the known bytes of the jth column of the ending state E − for the
backward
computation path from the starting states to E − can be computed as
P3
E−
E−
E−
i=0 (x4j+i + y4j+i − β4j+i ). Therefore, according to Property 1, we have the
constraints for DoM in Eq. (4) (suppose each state has four columns).
!

3
3
3
X
X
X

E+
E+
E+
E−
E−
E−
DoM =
max{0,
(x4j+i + y4j+i − β4j+i ) +
(x4j+i + y4j+i − β4j+i ) − 4 };
j=0
i=0
i=0


DoM ≥ 1.
(4)
Constraints for the States in the Computation Paths. This is an essential
part of this work. In this part, we extend the construction of attacks on the basis of
previous works. We refine and apply the critical idea behind the initial structure
to a greater extent, and explicitly describe more possible ways to propagate
the attributes (expressed in the four colors) of the cells that are involved in
computation paths in both the encryption and the key-schedule. Therefore, we
would like to devote one separate whole section (Sect. 4.1) for the details of this
part. Here we only give some high-level descriptions.
Let f be an operation that transforms a state SIN into a state SOUT . Then the
coloring scheme of (SIN , SOUT ) must obey certain rules associated with f and the
direction of the computation in which f is involved, such that the semantics of
the colors are respected.
If we restrict the Red cells (S ENC [RENC ], S KSA [RKSA ]) in the starting states to
some carefully constructed set Y defined in Sect. 3, it may be valid to transform
certain Red cells in SIN to Gray cells (or even Blue cells) in SOUT by some
operations along the forward computation path (starting from the starting states
to the ending state E + ). By doing so, impacts from the Red cells on the forward
computation are limited, meanwhile, the degrees of freedom of the Red cells in
the starting states should be reduced from λ− ; similar situations happen along
the backward computation path (starting from the starting states to the ending
state E − ). In our MILP model, we must keep track of how much degrees of
freedom are consumed to ensure the remaining degrees of freedom for the forward
computation (DoF+ ) and for the backward computation (DoF− ) always greater
or equal to one. The variables and constraints introduced for the above purpose
are detailed in Sect. 4.1.
The Objective Function. To minimize the time complexity of the attack,
min{DoF+ , DoF− , DoM} should be maximized. To this end, we can introduce
an auxiliary variable vObj , impose the constraints in Eq. (5) and set the objective
function to maximize vObj .
In the multi-target setting, we suppose that the degree of freedom for the chunk
to which the targets are added can be directly increased. Thus, for models where
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the starting point (resp. matching point) is at the upper round than the matching
point (resp. starting point), DoF− (resp. DoF+ ) can be directly increased, the
objective is to maximize min{DoF+ , DoM} (resp. min{DoF− , DoM}).

+
(

vObj ≤ DoF ;
DoF+ = λ+ − σ + ;
−
(6)
vObj ≤ DoF ; (5)

DoF− = λ− − σ − .

vObj ≤ DoM.
4.1

MILP Constraints for the States in the Computation Paths and
the Consumption of Degrees of Freedom

Recalling the formalized framework of MITM attack in Sect. 3, before we perform
the attack on a given target with predefined positions of starting states and
ending states, we have to determine B ENC , B KSA , RENC , and RKSA for the starting
states S ENC and S KSA . In our visualizations of the attacks, the Blue cells in the
starting states S ENC and S KSA are meant to capture B ENC and B KSA respectively.
Similarly, the Red cells in the starting states are used to capture RENC and RKSA ,
and the Gray cells in the starting states are used to capture G ENC , and G KSA .
Therefore, according to Eq. (3), the number of Blue cells and the number of
Red cells in the starting states correspond to the initial degrees of freedom λ+
and λ− , respectively. To control the impacts from neutral cells in one direction on
the opposite direction, along the computation paths leading to the ending states,
the initial degrees of freedom are consumed according to the coloring schemes.
Basically, forward computation consumes λ− , and backward computation
consumes λ+ . The consumption of degrees of freedom is counted in cells. Let
σ + and σ − be the accumulated degrees of freedom that have been consumed in
the backward and forward computation paths, respectively. We have Eq. (6) for
calculating the remaining degrees of freedom. That is, the remaining DoF for the
forward computation is computed as the initial DoF of the forward computation
minus the DoF consumed by the backward computation (from the starting state
to the ending state E − ), and the remaining DoF of the backward computation
is computed as the initial DoF of the backward computation minus the DoF
consumed by the forward computation (from the starting state to the ending state
+
−
E + ). Since the complexity of the attack is (2c )n−min{DoF ,DoF ,DoM}
always
P, we
+
−
+
require DoF ≥ 1 and DoF ≥ 1. Moreover, σ is computed as
σ + (SIN →
Sout ) along the computation path that consumes DoF for the forward computation,
where σ + (SIN → SOUT ) is the DoF for the forward computation
consumed by the
P
transition from state SIN to SOUT , and σ − is computed as σ − (SIN → SOUT ) along
the computation path that consumes the DoF for the backward computation.
To show how to compute σ + in our model, we will take the most complicated
XOR-MC operation as an example. For other operations, one can obtain the
constraints similarly.
According to the semantics of the colors, the rules for coloring the input and
output states of an operation, and how they consume the degree of freedom to limit
the impacts should be different for the forward and the backward computation
16

(-1 )

(-1 )

*

*

(b) For the backward computation (XOR− -RULE)

(a) For the forward computation (XOR+ -RULE)

Fig. 3: Rules for XOR operations, where a “*” means that the cell can be any color

paths. Therefore, for each type of operations, we will give two sets of rules for
different directions of the computation.
First of all, an invertible S-box preserves the color of the input cell, and
the ShiftRows permutes the coloring scheme of the input state according to
the permutations associated with the ShiftRows in both forward and backward
computations. Both S-box and ShiftRows operations can not be used to reduce
the impacts via consuming the degree of freedom. In the sequel, we will focus on
more nontrivial operations.
XOR. The XOR operations exist in the AddRoundKey and the key/messageschedule (if any). Here we need to distinguish two different directions. If the XOR
to be modeled is involved in the forward computation path from the starting
states to the ending state E + , the coloring scheme of the input and output cells
of the XOR operation obeys the set of rules (denoted by XOR+ -RULE, where a
“+” sign signifies the forward computation) shown in Fig. 3a. Similarly, if the
XOR to be modeled is involved in the backward computation path from the
starting states to the ending state E − , the coloring scheme of the input and
output cells of the XOR operation obeys the set of rules named as XOR− -RULE,
which is visualized in Fig. 3b. Note that XOR− -RULE (Fig. 3b) can be obtained
from XOR+ -RULE (Fig. 3a) by exchanging the Red cells and Blue cells, since the
meanings of Red and Blue are dual for the forward and backward computations.
Let A[0], B[0] be the input cells and C[0] be the output cell. The set of rules
A
B
B
C
C
6
XOR+ -RULE restricts (xA
0 , y0 , x0 , y0 , x0 , y0 ) to a subset of F2 , which can be
described by a system of linear inequalities by using the convex hull computation
method [58], and the set of rules XOR− -RULE can be described similarly.
Within each of the two sets of rules for XOR operations, only one coloring
scheme consumes the degree of freedom, e.g., the ⊕ → in Fig. 3a, which
describes the possibility that the difference in one cell cancels that in another.
MixColumns. For the MixColumns operation in the forward computation, we
have the following set of rules (denoted by MC+ -RULE) for the coloring schemes
of the input and output columns. Examples of valid coloring schemes are shown
in Fig. 4.
I MC+ -RULE-1. If there is at least one White cell in the input column, all the
output cells are White (one unknown cell in the input causes all cells in the
output be unknown);
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Fig. 4: Some valid coloring schemes for the MixColumns in the forward computation

I MC+ -RULE-2. If there are Blue cells but no White cells and no Red cell in the
input column, then all the output cells are Blue (can perform full forward
computations);
I MC+ -RULE-3. If all the input cells are Gray, then all the output cells are
Gray (can perform bi-direction computations on fixed constants);
I MC+ -RULE-4. If there are Red and Blue cells but no White cells in the input
column, each output cell must be Blue or White. Moreover, a condition should
be fulfilled, that is, the sum of the numbers of Blue and Gray cells in the
input and output columns must be no more than 3 (i.e., 8 − 5) (can partially
cancel the impacts from on within an input column by consuming λ− ,
and perform partial forward computations. Because of the MDS property of
MixColumns, this is possible only when the condition is fulfilled);
I MC+ -RULE-5. If there are Red cells but no White cells and no Blue cells in
the input column, then each output cell must be Red or Gray. Moreover, a
condition should be fulfilled, that is, the number of Gray cells in the input
and output columns must be no more than 3 (i.e., 8 − 5) (can partially cancel
the difference within an input column by consuming λ− . Because of the MDS
property of MixColumns, this is possible only when the condition is fulfilled).
All the above rules can be described by linear inequalities.
First, we introduce three 0-1 indicator variables µ, υ, ω for the input column
and necessary constraints into the model to satisfy the following cases.
I
I
I
I
I

µ = 1, υ
µ = 0, υ
µ = 0, υ
µ = 0, υ
µ = 0, υ

= 0, ω
= 1, ω
= 1, ω
= 0, ω
= 0, ω

=0
=0
=1
=0
=1

if
if
if
if
if

and
and
and
and
and

only
only
only
only
only

if
if
if
if
if

MC+ -RULE-1
MC+ -RULE-2
MC+ -RULE-3
MC+ -RULE-4
MC+ -RULE-5

is
is
is
is
is

fulfilled;
fulfilled;
fulfilled;
fulfilled;
fulfilled.

This can be done as follows.
Let (A[0], A[1], A[2], A[3])T and (B[0], B[1], B[2], B[3])T be the input and
output columns. Without any restriction, there are 28 possible coloring schemes
A
A A
8
for the input column since (xA
0 , y0 , · · · , x3 , y3 ) ∈ F2 . We define the set of vectors
A
A A
A A
A A
8
{(xA
0 , y0 , · · · , x3 , y3 , µ) : (x0 , y0 , · · · , x3 , y3 ) ∈ F2 },

(7)
A
(xA
i , yi )

where µ = 1 if and only if there exists i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} such that
=
(0, 0). This subset can be described by linear inequalities with the convex hull
computation method [58].
The indicator variable υ = 1 if and only if xA
i = 1 for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
This can be done by linear inequalities listed in Eq. (8). The indicator variable
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ω = 1 if and only if yiA = 1 for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. This can be done by similar
inequalities as Eq. (8).
Now, with the help of these variables µ, υ, ω, we can convert MC+ -RULE into
a system of inequalities shown in Eq. (9).
 3
X


 3

 3
xB

i + 4µ ≤ 4;

X
X






A
A
B
i=0



xi − 4υ ≥ 0;



3

X
 (xi + xi ) − 5υ ≤ 3;
i=0
i=0
(8)
(9)
yiB + 4µ ≤ 4;
3
3
X
X






A
A
B
i=0






xi − υ ≤ 3.
3


 (xi + xi ) − 8υ ≥ 0.
X


B
i=0
i=0


yi − 4ω = 0;

i=0

Since the semantics of the Red cells and Blue cells are dual in the forward
and backward computation, the set of rules for backward computation (denoted
by MC− -RULE) can be obtained from MC+ -RULE by exchanging the words Blue
and Red. We omit the details to save spaces.
XOR then MixColumns (XOR-MC). For the operation which maps the two
input columns (A[0], A[1], A[2], A[3])T and (B[0], B[1], B[2], B[3])T to C[0, 1, 2, 3] =
MC−1 (A[0, 1, 2, 3] + B[0, 1, 2, 3]), we have the following rules for the coloring
schemes of the input and output columns. Note that this operation only appears
in the backward computation for all the targets in this paper. Therefore, we only
specify the set of rules for XOR-MC for the backward computation.
I XOR-MC-RULE-1. If there is at least one White cell in the input columns, all
the output cells are White (one unknown cell in the input causes all cells in
the output be unknown);
I XOR-MC-RULE-2. If there are Red cells but no White cells and no Blue cells
in the input columns, all output cells are Red (can perform full backward
computations);
I XOR-MC-RULE-3. If all input cells are Gray, then all output cells are Gray
(can perform bi-direction computations on fixed constants);
I XOR-MC-RULE-4. If there are Blue cells and Red cells but no White cells in
the input columns, each output cell must be Red or White. Moreover, when
combining the two input columns as a 4 × 2 matrix, the number of rows with
one or two Blue cells plus the number of White cells in the output column
must be greater or equal to 5 (can partially cancel the impacts from on
within two input columns by consuming λ+ , and perform partial backward
computations. Because of the MDS property of inverse MixColumns, this is
possible only when the condition is fulfilled);
I XOR-MC-RULE-5. If there are Blue cells but no Red cells and no White cells
in the input columns, each output cell must be Blue or Gray. Moreover,
when combining the two input columns as a 4 × 2 matrix, the number of
rows with one or two Blue cells plus the number of Blue cells in the output
column must be greater or equal to 5 (can partially cancel the difference
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Fig. 5: Some valid coloring schemes for the XOR-MC in the backward computation

within two input columns by consuming λ+ . Because of the MDS property
of MixColumns, this is possible only when the condition is fulfilled).
All the above rules can be described by similar linear inequalities for MC− -RULE.
Three 0-1 indicator variables µ, υ, ω also be introduced for the input columns.
A
µ = 1 if and only if there exists i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} such that (xA
i , yi ) = (0, 0) or
B
B
A
B
(xi , yi ) = (0, 0). υ = 1 if and only if xi = 1 and xi = 1 for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
ω = 1 if and only if yiA = 1 and yiB = 1 for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. These
constraints can be generated from that of MC-RULE. For example, introduce µA
(resp µB ) for input column (A[0], A[1], A[2], A[3])T (resp (B[0], B[1], B[2], B[3])T )
and necessary constraints as Eq. (7). Then µ = 1 if and only if µA = 1 or µB = 1.
Then
I
I
I
I
I

µ = 1, υ
µ = 0, υ
µ = 0, υ
µ = 0, υ
µ = 0, υ

= 0, ω
= 0, ω
= 1, ω
= 0, ω
= 1, ω

=0
=1
=1
=0
=0

if
if
if
if
if

and
and
and
and
and

only
only
only
only
only

if
if
if
if
if

XOR-MC-RULE-1
XOR-MC-RULE-2
XOR-MC-RULE-3
XOR-MC-RULE-4
XOR-MC-RULE-5

is
is
is
is
is

fulfilled;
fulfilled;
fulfilled;
fulfilled;
fulfilled.

Another four 0-1 variables τ0 , τ1 , τ2 , τ3 are introduced for each row, τi = 1 if and
only if A[i] or B[i] is Blue cell.
Now, with the help of these variables µ, , ω, τi for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, we can
convert XOR-MC-RULE into a system of inequalities as listed in Eq. (10).
 3
X


 3

xC

i + 4µ ≤ 4;

X




C
i=0




3
X
 (yi − τi ) − 5ω − µ ≤ −1;
i=0
(10)
yiC + 4µ ≤ 4;
3
X




C
i=0




3

 (yi − τi ) − 8ω ≥ −4.
X


C
i=0


xi − 4υ = 0;

i=0

Remark 5. One may attempt to model the XOR-MC operation by applying
XOR− -RULE and MC− -RULE separately. This approach is valid but misses important
coloring schemes that may lead to better attacks. For example, considering the
input columns shown in Fig. 6, applying XOR− -RULE results in White cells after
the XOR operation. Subsequently, applying MC− -RULE, we will end up with a
full column of White cells. However, if we model the XOR-MC operation as a
whole, we can still preserve some Red cells from impact according to the sixth
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Fig. 6: The inaccuracy of modeling XOR-MC in the backward computation by applying
XOR− -RULE and MC− -RULE separately.

sub-figure in Fig. 5. This coloring scheme can be explained by the equation
shown in Fig. 6, where the second term of the right-hand side of the equation is
known for the backward computation. Therefore, we can restrict the values of
(B[0], A[0], A[1], A[2], A[3]) such that
e · (A[0] ⊕ B[0]) ⊕ b · A[1] ⊕ d · A[2] ⊕ 9 · A[3] = C0
d · (A[0] ⊕ B[0]) ⊕ 9 · A[1] ⊕ e · A[2] ⊕ b · A[3] = C2
b · (A[0] ⊕ B[0]) ⊕ d · A[1] ⊕ 9 · A[2] ⊕ e · A[3] = C3

(11)

where C0 , C2 , and C3 are constants, which implies that only C[1] is unknown for
the backward computation (see the sixth sub-figure in Fig. 5). The principle is
to let the differences of multiple cells in two input columns mutually canceled at
particular output cells.
Compute consumed DoF in XOR-MC-RULEs. In all of our applications, the XORMC operation only appears in the backward computation and thus only consumes
the DoF for the forward computation. Let (A[0], · · · , A[3]) and (B[0], · · · , B[3])
be the two input columns and (C[0], · · · , C[3]) be the output column. Given a
valid coloring scheme of A, B, and C, the consumed DoF (measured in cells)
σ + ((A[0, · · · , 3], B[0, · · · , 3]) → C[0, · · · , 3]) equals the number of Red and Gray
cells (known cells of the output column in the backward computation) when
there is at least one Blue cell in the input columns. Otherwise, the consumed
DoF is zero.
Let δ be a 0-1 indicator variable such that δ = 1 if and only if there are no
Blue cells and no White cells in the input columns, which can be achieved by
imposing the following constraints on δ:

3
3
X
X

−δ +
A
yi +
yiB ≤ 7;
(12)

 A i=0 B i=0
yi ≥ δ, yi ≥ δ, for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
P3
Then we have σ + ((A[0, · · · , 3], B[0, · · · , 3]) → C[0, · · · , 3]) = −4δ + i=0 yiC . In
Fig. 5 we give some example coloring schemes of the XOR-MC operation together
with their consumed DoF. Similarly, the constraints describing how the XOR
and MC operations consume DoF can be deduced.
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5

Applications

Equipped with the presented tool, we evaluated the security of hash functions
built on AES and AES-like ciphers, including all members of AES and the members
of Rijndael with 256-bit block-size [16] in PGV-modes (note the equivalence among
PGV-modes for the attacks as shown in [10]) and Haraka v2 [39].
For all targets, improved attacks are identified. In particular, our tool found
the first preimage attacks on 8-round AES-128 hashing modes, and on the full
5-round and the extended 5.5-round (10 and 11 AES-rounds) Haraka-512 v2. Due
to the page limit, we only describe two attacks in detail. The list of optimal
attacks we found is presented in Table 1. With the help of the visualizations of
these attacks, one can reconstruct concrete attacks and confirm the complexities.
The time for finding each of the optimal attacks is within hours, including
enumerating all possible combinations of the locations of starting and ending
points in encryption, and all possible combinations of the locations of starting
points in the encryption and key-schedule. For example, to get the presented
attack on 8-round AES-128 hashing modes, our program generated all possible
MILP-models and the MILP solver Gurobi solved them all, which took about
two hours on a PC with an Intel Core i7-7500U CPU and 8 GB memory.
5.1

Improved Attacks on AES and Rijndael Hashing Modes

Searching the attacks. We apply our method to AES hashing modes. With
our tool, many new attacks are found automatically. We list some examples for
each member of AES and also the members of Rijndael with 256-bit block-size [16]
(denoted by Rijndael-256) in Fig. 7, 9, 10, 11, and 12 in the full version [11].
Notably, apart from new attacks with better complexities, an 8-round attack
on AES-128 and 9-round attacks on AES-192 and AES-256 hashing mode were
found, which extend one more round compared with previous attacks [10, 49, 62].
To be clear, in the figures, some information are presented, such as which
states are the starting states (in the searching for the attacks, not necessarily
in the concrete attacks), how independent computation flows propagated in
the states, and where the two chunks meet. Besides, which rules are applied
to the states and how the degrees of freedom are consumed by the specific
coloring scheme in our MILP models are also exhibited. Furthermore, the initial
degrees of freedom (λ+ , λ− ), and the final configuration (DoF+ , DoF− , DoM)
which determines the attack complexity are summarized at the bottom.
For example, from Fig. 7, it can be seen that, in the searching of our model,
the starting states are #SB4 and k4 , and the ending states are #MC1 and #SB2 .
Also, we have B ENC = [0, 5, 10, 15], B KSA = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14],
RENC = [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14], RKSA = ∅, C = [0, 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13, 15],
and D = [1, 2, 3]. Accordingly, the initial degrees of freedom for the forward
computation and backward computation are 17 and 12 respectively, and the
degree of matching is 2 + 3 − 4 = 1. The states #SB4 , k3 , and #MC3 are enclosed
by a dashed light-green frame
, which means that XOR-MC-RULE is applied to
them, and the specific coloring scheme consumes 12 cells of degrees of freedom for
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the forward computation. Similarly, the XOR-MC-RULE is applied to states #SB3 ,
k2 , and #MC2 , and that consumes 3 cells of degrees of freedom for the forward
computation. The states #MC4 and #AK4 are enclosed by a dashed light-purple
frame
, which means MC+ -RULE is applied to them, and that consumes 9 cells
of degrees of freedom for the backward computation. Similarly, the MC+ -RULE
is applied to states #MC5 and #AK5 , and that consumes 2 cells of degrees of
freedom for the backward computation. Accordingly, in the solution of our model,
DoF+ = 17 − 12 − 3 = 2 and DoF− = 12 − 9 − 2 = 1, which indicates that the
8 2
values of (#SB4 [B ENC ], k4 [B KSA ]) are restricted to a subset X of F17
28 with (2 )
4
ENC
KSA
elements, and the values of (#SB [R ], k4 [R ]) are restricted to a subset Y
8
of F12
28 with 2 elements. To be more concrete, X and Y should be chosen such
that the forward computation is irrelevant of (#SB4 [RENC ], k4 [RKSA ]), and the
backward computation is irrelevant of (#SB4 [B ENC ], k4 [B KSA ]). Since the degrees
of freedom for the forward and backward computations (DoF+ and DoF− ) are
derived rather formally without giving the actual contents of X and Y, some
readers may doubt whether such X and Y really exist. In the following (in the
precomputation phase and more details in Appendix B.1 in the full version [11]),
we explicitly show in this example, how to obtain X and Y such that the required
properties are fulfilled, and under the configuration obtained by the MILP model,
how to launch the concrete attack.
The attack on 8-round AES-128 hashing (refer to Fig. 7)
The Precomputation Phase (precompute possible initial values of neutral bytes)
1. To be able to compute backward chunk independently of forward neutral
bytes, the forward neutral bytes should have constant impacts on the 12
C-marked Red bytes in #MC3 and on the 3 C-marked Red bytes in #MC2 .
Therefore, denote the 12 constant impacts on 12 bytes in #MC3 by C1,0 , C1,1 ,
· · · , C1,11 , we derive constraints on forward neutral bytes, which is a system
linear equation Eq. (13) in [11]. Similarly, denote the 3 constant impacts on
3 bytes in #MC2 by C2,0 , C2,1 , C2,2 , we derive constraints on forward neutral
bytes, which is a system of linear equation Eq. (14) in [11]. In total, requiring
impacts to be constant will impose 15 bytes constraints on forward neutral
bytes (20 bytes) as shown in the system of linear equation Eq. (17) in [11].
Solving Eq. (17) in [11] , one gets 240 solutions.
In the following main procedure, the values of C1,0 , C1,1 ,. . ., C1,11 , and C2,0 , C2,1 ,
C2,2 are fixed such that we only need to solve Eq. (17) in [11] once. However,
the main procedure will need to trail on many values of Gray bytes in k4 (i.e.,
k4 [5, 10, 15]) to find full match. So here, we precompute values of forward
neutral bytes that correspond to each value of k4 [5, 10, 15]. That can be done as
follows. For each of the 240 solution, k3 and #SB4 [0, 5, 10, 15] are determined.
Compute k4 using k3 , and store k4 and the values of #SB4 [0, 5, 10, 15] in
table T1 indexed by the values of 3 Gray bytes k4 [5, 10, 15].
• Note that there are 224 entries in T1 , and the total size of T1 is about 240 .
Under each index, there are about 216 elements. We can either use 216 or 28
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Fig. 7: An MITM pseudo-preimage attack on 8-round AES-128 hashing. Note that,
because the use of XOR-MC-RULE, we do not introduce any variable in our MILP model
for states #AK2 and #AK3 , and thus we bypass them.
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of them. The total complexity of the full attack will be the same (because
DoF+ and DoM are all one byte). Thus, we use 28 . Therefore, the complexity
of this procedure is 232 , and the memory requirement is 232 .
2. To be able to compute forward chunk independently of backward neutral
bytes, the backward neutral bytes should have constant impacts on the 2
C-marked Blue bytes in #AK5 . Therefore, denote the 2 constant impacts on
2 bytes in #AK5 by C4,0 and C4,1 , we derive constraints on backward neutral
bytes, which is a linear equation system Eq. (18) in [11]. For each possible
C4,0 and C4,1 , when solve Eq. (18) in [11], one gets 28 solutions.
In the following main procedure, we need to trail on many values of (C4,0 , C4,1 )
to find a full match. So here, we precompute values of backward neutral bytes
that correspond to each value of (C4,0 , C4,1 ), store values of #MC5 [1, 2, 3]
fulfilling Eq. (18) in [11] in table T2 indexed by the values of (C4,0 , C4,1 ).
• There are 216 entries in T2 , and the total size of T2 is 224 . Under each index,
there are 28 elements.
The Main Procedure. During the following procedure, the values of C1,0 , C1,1 , . . .,
C1,11 , and C2,0 , C2,1 ,C2,2 are fixed.
1. For each of the 2x values of 9 Gray bytes in #AK4 , for each index i of the
224 indexes of T1 (each i corresponds to each candidate value of the 3 Gray
bytes in k4 ), for each index j of the 216 indexes of T2 (each j corresponds to
each candidate value of the 2-byte impact on C-marked cells by in #AK5 ),
do: Initialize an empty table L1 .
(a) For each of the 28 elements in T1 [i], start from state #SB4 and k4 ,
compute forward (cells in Blue) with the knowledge of the fixed impact j
on #AK5 to the matching point #MC1 . Compute the one-byte value m1
for matching (defined in left-hand side of the equation in Fig. 1b), and
use m1 as the index to store the values of (#SB4 [0, 5, 10, 15], k4 ) into
L1 [m1 ] (there is about 28−8 = 1 element in each L1 [m1 ]).
(b) For each of the 28 elements in T2 [j], start from state #MC5 , compute
backward (cells in Red) with the knowledge of fixed value i (i.e., 3 Gray
bytes) in state k4 and the fixed impacts on #MC3 and #MC2 (i.e., C1,0 ,
C1,1 , · · · , C1,11 , C2,0 , C2,1 , C2,2 ) to the matching point #AK1 . Compute
the one-byte value m2 for matching (defined in right-hand side of the
equation in Fig. 1b), and use it to lookup the list L1 :
i. For each element in L1 [m2 ] (expected to exist one): restart the forward
and backward computations combining the knowledge of values in
both directions (the values of #SB4 [0, 5, 10, 15], k4 , #MC5 ) to the
matching point (#MC1 , #AK1 ), test for full match on 128-bit state.
Complexity. The computational and memory complexity of the precomputation
phase is about 232 . For the main procedure, in the inner loop, there will be
2(8+8−8) = 28 solutions left after the one-byte (8-bit) matching (m1 and m2 )
in Step 1 (b) i. In order to find a 128-bit full match, one has to match the
other 120 bits. Hence, for the outer loop, it requires x + 24 + 16 = 120 − 8,
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i.e., x = 72. Therefore, the time complexity for the main procedure is about
2(x+24+16)+8 = 2x+40 = 2120 .
We implemented the full attack on this 8-round AES-128-hashing (with partial
matchings), which verified the complexity. The codes and results are available
via https://github.com/MITM-AES-like-Hashing/AES128_8R.
Apart from the biclique attacks in [14], the best previous pseudo-preimage
attacks against AES-128 hashing modes remain as 7 rounds since 2011, with a
time complexity of 2120 by Sasaki [49] and improved to 2112 by Bao et al. in
2019 [10]. Our attack presented here penetrates one more round. There is a
unique features observed from Fig. 7, which made the extra round possible. The
backward chunk covers one more round compared with that in [10, 49]. This is
only possible after the consumption of 12 and 3 Blue bytes of freedom degrees
(forward neutral bytes) in consecutive two rounds. Without the introduction of
DoF from key bytes in [10], this would not be possible. Note that the backward
chunk only outputs 3 bytes, which are just sufficient to form a filter of one byte
together with the 2 Blue bytes before the MixColumns at the matching point.
As depicted in Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12 in the full version of this paper [11] and
summarized in Table 1, when our search models are applied to hashing modes
based on other AES variants, they are also able to improve by one round against
AES-192 and AES-256 hashing as in [10]. Some configurations (e.g., Fig. 9, 11
in [11]) are more involved, in which the key states have neutral bytes for both
forward and backward chunks. That might be hard to be found by manual.
5.2

Improved Attacks on Haraka v2

Haraka v2 [39] is a family of hash functions designed to be efficient for short-input
and for post-quantum applications. It includes two versions, denoted by Haraka256 v2 and Haraka-512 v2, both output 256-bit hash digests and claim 256-bit
security against (second)-preimage attacks. They only process short-input (s-bit
string, denoted by x) and thus employ s-bit permutation (denoted by πs ) in the
DM-mode as follows:
Haraka-256 v2(x) = πs (x) ⊕ x and Haraka-512 v2(x) = trunc(πs (x) ⊕ x)
where trunc truncates 512-bit state to 256-bit output. To achieve high performance
on platforms supporting AES-NI and share security analysis of AES, the round
function of the permutation πs first applies two layers of b AES-round-functions
in parallel on a state that can be evenly divided into b sub-states (each of which is
identical to the state of AES), then it applies a shuffle (denoted by mixs ) among
the columns of the state. For Haraka-256 v2, s = 256, b = 2, and for Haraka-512
v2, s = 512, b = 4. For both of them, the number of rounds is 5 that involves 10
AES-rounds in sequential.
The former version of Haraka (named as Haraka v1) was broken by Jean [33]
due to its weak round constants. Then an updated version Haraka v2 [39] was
published. The designers provide MITM preimage attacks on 3.5-round Haraka256 v2 and on 4-round Haraka-512 v2.
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Searching the attacks. For both versions of Haraka v2, our tool produced
improved MITM preimage attacks. In particular, for Haraka-256 v2, our tool
found attacks that cover up to 4.5-round (9 AES-rounds). An example that has the
optimal complexity is visualized in Fig. 13 in the full version [11], of which the
+
−
complexity is 2256−8×min{DoF , DoF , DoM} = 2256−8×min{4, 4, 8} = 2224 . Note
that this attack directly implies an attack covering 4-round (8 AES-rounds) with
the same complexity. For Haraka-512 v2, our tool finds attacks that penetrate
the full 5-round (10 AES-rounds) and the extended 5.5-round (11 AES-rounds)
version. The detailed configuration of one of the attacks on the full 5-round (10
AES-rounds) is visualized in Fig. 14 in [11]. In the following, we present one of the
searching results on the extended 5.5-round (11 AES-rounds) and the concrete
attack corresponding to the configuration visualized in Fig. 8.
From Fig. 8, it can be seen that in the searching of our model, the starting
state is #SB3 , and the ending states are #MC10 and #AC10 . Also, we have
B ENC = [16 · i + j | i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, j ∈ {0, 1, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 15}], RENC =
[16 · i + j | i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, j ∈ {2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14}], C = [16 · i + j | i ∈
{0, 3}, j ∈ {0, 7, 10, 13}] ∪ [16 · i + j | i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {1, 4, 11, 14}], and D =
[16 · i + j | i ∈ {2}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}]. Therefore, both of the initial degrees of
freedom for the forward computation and backward computation are 32, i.e.,
λ+ = λ− = 32, and the degree of matching is DoM = (1 + 4 − 4) × 2 = 2.
The MC− -RULE applied to states #MC2 and #AC2 consumes 16 cells of degrees
of freedom for the forward computation. And the MC+ -RULE applied to states
#MC6 and #AC6 consumes 16 cells of degrees of freedom for the backward
computation. Accordingly, in the solution of our model, DoF+ = 32−16 = 16 and
DoF− = 32−16 = 16. This indicates that the values of #SB3 [B ENC ] are restricted
8×16
to a subset X of F32
elements, and the values of #SB3 [RENC ] are
28 with 2
32
restricted to a subset Y of F28 with 28×16 elements. To be more concrete, X and Y
should be chosen such that the forward computation is irrelevant of #SB3 [RENC ]
and the backward computation is irrelevant of #SB3 [B ENC ]. In summary, the
decisive parameters for the obtained attack is (DoF+ , DoF− , DoM) = (16, 16, 2).
From these parameters, one can directly obtain that the time complexity of the
+
−
corresponding pseudo-preimage attack is (28 )32−min{DoF ,DoF ,DoM} = 2240 .
The concrete attack on 11-AES-round Haraka-512 v2 (refer to Fig. 8)
1. For each of the 2x values of impacts (16-byte impacts on the C-marked Red
cells in #MC2 and 16-byte impacts on the C-marked Blue cells in #AC6 ),
do: Initialize two empty tables L1 and L2
(a) With the knowledge of the value of 16-byte impacts on the C-marked
Red cells in #MC2 , we can collect 216×8 = 2128 possible values of Blue
bytes (neutral bytes for the forward) in #AC2 by solving sets of linear
equations column-by-column. For example, in the first column of #MC2
and #AC2 , the two Blue bytes and 1-byte impact (denoted by C0 ) on the
C-marked cell have to meet: 9 · #AC2 [0] ⊕ e · #AC2 [1] = C0 . There are
16 sets of such linear equations, one set per column. For each column, we
obtain 28 solutions. Hence, it is expected to get 2128 solutions by solving
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Fig. 8: An MITM preimage attack on the extended 5.5-round (11 AES-rounds) Haraka512 v2. Note that in our MILP-models, the position of the used hash bits are treated
and used as constant in gray cell of the target T , and the bits discarded are treated as
‘uncertain’ although we distinct them using hatched pattern. However, in the attack
procedure, the discarded bits are free of choice such that the state cells in hatched
pattern are free of matching.
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16 sets of linear equations with 32 variables in total. The number 2128 is
also the degrees of freedom for forward chunk.
(b) For each of the 2128 solutions for Blue bytes in #AC2 , compute forward
with the knowledge of the 16-byte impacts on the C-marked cells in
#AC6 to the matching point #MC10 , extract the two-byte value m1 for
matching, store the values of Blue bytes in #AC2 in L1 [m1 ].
(c) Similarly, collect 2128 possible values for Red bytes in state #MC6 and
compute backward to the matching point #AC10 , extract the two-byte
value m2 for matching, store the values of Red bytes in #MC6 in L2 [m2 ].
(d) For entries with common index between L1 and L2 , form pairs of values
of Blue bytes in #AC2 and Red bytes in #MC6 ; for each pair, restart
the forward and backward computations combining the knowledge of
values in both direction, test for full match on 256 bits.
Complexity. In Step 1 (d), it is expected to find 2128+128−16 = 2240 matches on
16 bits. Among them, it is expected to left 1 solution that also match on the
other 240 bits, that implies a full match on 256 bits. Hence, to find a full match,
it is expected to need 2x outer loops where x = 0. The memory requirement
is 2 · 2128 to store L1 and L2 . The time complexity of Step 1 (a) is no more
than 2128 . The same complexity also applies to Step 1 (b) and Step 1 (c). The
time complexity of Step 1 (d) is approximately 216 × 22×112 = 2240 (L1 and L2
contains 216 entries each; each entry is expected to contain 2112 values. Under a
common 16-bit index, there are 22×112 pairs to check for full match.) Therefore,
the total time complexity is 2240 .

6

Conclusions

We modeled the MITM preimage attack into the language of MILP, generalized
the attack model, and obtained better results in terms of number of attacked
rounds against AES-like hashing including the 8-round AES-128, 9-round AES-192,
9-round AES-256, and 9-round Rijndael-256 hashing modes, 4.5-round Haraka-256
v2, the full version (5-round) and extended version (5.5-round) of Haraka-512 v2.
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